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15. MACROS 

Macros are what give lisp its extensibility. Macros are a world of their own and so, we’ll only be getting to their 

basics in here.  

Macros are basically program writing constructs. Practical Common Lisp informally introduces macros as 

someone reading notes of programmers to write actual code – sort of like compilers which can take pseudocode 

and turn them into source code.  

Macros are “expanded” at macro-expansion time which is different from runtime. Variables (both local and 

global) available are runtime are not available during macro expansion.  

Writing basic macros takes three simple steps:  

1. Define how the macro will be called and what code this call should expand to.  

2. Write the macro body  

3. Put a solid black-box around it to hide implementation details.  

Here’s a simple macro for incrementing a number passed to it.  

(defmacro simple-incf (var) 

  (list ’setq var (list ’+ var 1))) 

Using macroexpand function, we can see that this macro expands to  

(SETQ A (+ A 1)) 

If we call it like so:  

(simple-incf a) 

This is not simply a short-hand. Notice that we cannot define a function to do this operation.  

(defun faulty-incf (var) 

  (setf var (+ var 1))) 

This function does not work.  

> (setf a 10)  

> (faulty-incf a )  ⇒ 11  

> a ⇒ 10 

The reason is that a got evaluated before the call to faulty-incf. What was incremented was the local 

variable var, not a!  

15.1. The backquote notation 

Notice that in the above example, we used the list function to create the expansion of the macro, we could also 

have written it like so:  
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(defmacro simple-incf (var) 

  '(setf var (+ var 1))) 

The problem with this approach is that var needs to be evaluated at the time of expansion and since here, it’s in 

a quote it doesn’t get evaluated.  

The solution is the combination of backquote and comma notation.  

(defmacro simple-incf (var) 

  `(setf ,var (+ ,var 1))) 

The comma you see before the setf is a backquote (which sits usually on the same key as the tilda [~] sign).  

Backquote does the same thing as quote except it allows you to evaluate certain symbols in the list given by 

preceding them with a comma! In the above example, the two instances on var get evaluated because they are 

preceded by a comma.  

 

 

 


